
BY KAT MOULTON
A KREATRIX ENERGY PRODUCTION

The GEMS process is about revisiting the basic building blocks to give yourself

a strong foundation to revitalize your life. Access your creation frequency. 

5 FUNDAMENTALS 
TO ACCESS YOUR 

ENERGETIC CURRENCY



Introduction
WHAT ARE GEMSS

From ancient times and across all cultures,

gemstones have been prized, not only for

their beauty, but also for their special

powers to protect, heal, guide, and

enlighten. As far back as the Stone Age,

crystal amulets were worn for protection

against harm, as well as for decoration.

The GEMS we will work with are the basics

to energy hygine and foundations to health. 

Everything is Energy!  Become the energy

you want to attract. Ignite your Creation

Frequency.

GROUNDING

ELIMINATION

MOVEMENT

SOUND

SILENCE
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We attract or repel people, situations, 

 experiences and opportunities based on our

energetc frequency or vibration.

Our emotional state dictates our vibration and

sends out our frequency as if we are a radio.  We

are always transmitting, we are mostly

unconscious of this.

How we feel inside creates our energetic imprint.  What we think and how we

behave creates our emotional states.  Before we learn advanced practices and

expect them to work, it is vital to have a strong foundation.  

The truth is we are always manifesting and creating.  Let's choose to feel good

and become deliberate creators. The energy of the elements can support us.

Create the life you crave!

kreatrix.TV
kreatrix.club

YourEnergy
IS YOUR
CURRENCY

DO YOU NEED
MORE SUPPORT?

SCHEDULE A CALL
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Self Reflect LET'S ASSESS
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How will you rate the following

How will you rate the following

I feel good about my body

I can manage my feelings properly

I exercise to keep my body healthy

I am able to cope when stress

I get 7-8 hours of sleep every day

I have a positive outlook and energy

I include nutritious food in my diet

I spend time in nature

I allot time for my hobbies 

Never AlwaysRarely Sometimes

Never AlwaysRarely Sometimes

Take a moment to see where you are with basic self-care.

Reminder:  Don't judge yourself. Just notice. It can be helpful to notice how these

simple phyisical and emotional basics affect your energy. We all tend to forget about

these sometimes.  You are not alone if you have neglected some of these areas.
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GROUNDING

1

2

3

The Element of Earth
To be grounded is to be present in your body and connected to the earth's energy.

Ground yourself to help you be more present and feel a sense of control over the

choices you make. The goal is to be responsive, not reactive. Many ways to ground. 

 Here are just a few.

 
CONNECT WITH NATURE

This is one of the most natural effective ways to

ground.  Connect with the Schumann Resonance

and the energy of the earth. Make being outisde

for even a few minutes a day a priority.

ENERGETIC GROUNDING CORDS

Learning to work with energetic cords is a game

changer. Being able to ground ourselves where

ever we are in any moment is a gift to ourself

and others. Not familiar? Let me show you how. I

work with people in small groups and one on

one.

HEALTHY FOOD

Ensuring you are eating healthy choices can

work wonders. Root vegetables that come from

the earth like carrots, beets, turnips are good

staples. Lentils, even meat and some salt are

also grounding.  When we need to be more

grounded, eat less sugar and focus on chewing. 
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Elimination

1

2

3

The Element of Fire
To continue to magnify our energy we need to release all thoughts that no longer

serve us. Whatever the stories our mind is creating to keep us safe, we need to

discharge them and complete the nervous system cycle so we can again continue to

expand and glow. Letting Go, Releasing and Surrendering are forms of elimnating.

LETTER WRITING AND BURNING

This is a cathrtic process.  Using paper as a

container to write down our thoughts to get

them out of our head helps. Burning them further

releases the energy. Burn baby burn!

CREATE SPACE IN

De-clutter living enviroments can work wonders.

Objects have energy. When things are messy

and disorganized it fragments our internal

energy. Let go of what you no longer need.

CONSCIOUS BREATHING

This is a tool that can be used in any of the

steps.  Certain breathe work practices help us

ground, be present but also release energy and

emotions that are stored in the body. Add

"Breathe of Fire" to your routine.
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Movement

1

2

3

The Element of Water
Energy needs to move. Motion shifts emotions. When we move, we can tap into inner

stillness. We flow. Any type of exercise will work. Yoga, stretching, walking running,

cycling, swimming, tai chi.... energy Yin practices to tap into the feminine, or more

active practices.  Be like water AND drink lots of water.

 
MOVEMENT IN WAYS THAT FEEL GOOD

Yoga is fantastic, but it is not for everyone.  Slow

flow helps, but so does vigorous movement like

running, basletball, roller skating, skiing.  Any way

that feels good is a game changer. Include

swimming and mix up your actvities.

DRINK MORE WATER

All muscles and internal organs function better

when they are hydrated. We think better, sense

better and have more energy when we fill this

basic need.  After all the body is 70% water. 

 Allow the water to move through you.

INTENSE EXERCISE

Activate your heart. Weight lifting is great,

especially as we age. You can focus on your

breath, burn off anger and feel better.  The idea

is to MOVE your body to function optimally. This

helps our emotional and energetic state.
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SOUND

1

2
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The Element of Air
Everything vibrates. Sound is creation. Music and mantras, humming and singing can

clear blockages, it can open us further. It clears, cleanses and expands our energy

without trying to focus. We glow. Singing, chanting, vocal exercises. Listen to music,

any music that you like. Music raises our frequency. 

 
MUSIC

 Singing along also activates the 5th Chakra. 

 Have trouble with ruminate thoughts?  This is an

easy fun solution becuase most peopel cannot

sing along with music and think thoughts of other

things at the same time.

CHANT,  HUM and MANTRAS

A Mantra is a Word, sound or phrase that is

repeated. Said in a "Root" langage such as

Latin, Sanskirt or any Indigeous tongue is said to

carry more power.  Using your voice in your

native or first language is also powerful.  It is

the act of doing.  Start with  "I AM"

 

 SING / PRAY OUTLOUD

Many say only silence connects you to the Divine,

but that is not accurate.  Worship Music of your

chosen faith or pratice raises your vibration. 

 Prayer works, using your voice amplifies it.
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SILENCE
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The Element of Ether
To continue to magnify our energy we need to release all thoughts that no longer

serve us. Whatever the stories our mind is creating to keep us safe, we need to

discharge them and complete the nervous system cycle so we can again continue to

expand and glow. Letting Go, Releasing and Surrendering are forms of elimnating.

CONNECT TO THE UNIVERSAL FIELD

This is a little advanced, but it is the goal.  Start

by getting comfortable with silence.  Turn off

devices, sit in the quite and just focus on your

breath.   "Inhale silence, exhale silence"

CREATE RITUALS

Rituals are an important because they allow us

to set a container for time in silence connecting

with God, The All, Divine Intelligene, however

you call Univresal Life force Energy. Rituals

communicate or are intended to communicate

to self, others, or deities. 

JOIN A COMMUNITY

 This may seem counter-intutive. Go where

silence is practiced. Learn to be with other

people in the quiet. It may be uncomfortable at

first. Be open to old ideas that are new again. 
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Self
Acountability
CHECKLIST

Get 7 hours of sleep per night

Spend time with family/friends

Exercise and/or go for a walk

Journal

Enjoy stillness and/or meditate

Practice meditation

Eat healthy food and snacks

Listen to favorite music

Spend time in nature

Do something fun

Physical activities for the week

Emotional activities for the week

Take some time to self

reflect on some basics

and what you might

benifit taking action on.

The next section will

have you make a bit

more of a plan.  The idea

is not just to learn about

these concepts but also

implement.
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3

  What element resonates most to keep you accountable to yourself?

Who/where do you need to get support from on your journey?

Take some time in quite to discern next steps. Will you implemt tools you already have?

Are you interested about how your energy body works? Curius about the energy of

elements? I have a more indepth program, this ebook is simply a high-level overview.

What 3 things will you focus on to move yourself forward?  

Inspired Action
ACTION STEPS

1 What ONE thing speaks to you most and when will you implent?
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30 DAYS

60 DAYS

90 DAYS
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ENERGY IS the ANSWER

GEMS I refer to is an acronym for beautiful everyday basics that build and maintain your

strong energetic foundation for self. Call in the elements with a plan. I have a more indepth

program for people who want to learn about the elements and expereince new energy

practicess. What practices or habits will you implement longer term?

.

INVOKE THE 5 ELEMENTS
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Click this link to access a

MasterClass Style talk on

CREATION FREQUENCY with Kat 

Kat Moulton is a Spiritual Teacher, Thought Leader, and Intuitive Coach.

Purpose-driven high achievers with brilliant minds and tortured souls hire me to

help them get out of their heads and into their hearts to experience peace and joy

while navigating the darker times of life and business. My specialty is self-mastery,

synthesizing Ancient Wisdom and frequency medicine with lived experience.

www.katmoulton.com
info@katmoutlon.com

BONUS
RECORDING

DO YOU NEED
MORE HELP?

SCHEDULE A CALL
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notes
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